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Space structures are subjected to micro-meteorite impact at extremely high velocities of several kilometers per second. Similarly, design of military equipment requires understanding of material behavior under extremely high pressure and temperature. Study of material behavior under hypervelocity impact (HVI) poses many challenges since few researchers so far have approached this problem. Material models, equations of the state, and fracture mechanics are not well-understood under these conditions.

The objective of this research is to present an approach for studying plastic deformation of metallic plates under HVI conditions. A two-stage light gas gun can be used to simulate these conditions under controlled experimental conditions. In all gas gun experiments, projectiles are driven by light gas propellants (typically Hydrogen or Helium) to impact target plates. These experiments, which typically last few microseconds, are associated with large localized
deformation, which makes capturing data challenging. Additionally, the resulting shock waves create several failure modes simultaneously such as formations of spalls, petals, discs, and plugs in target plates. These failure modes are mostly controlled by several factors such as impact velocity, material properties, projectile and target geometry, etc.

In this work, plastic deformation is related to the velocities at multiple points on the back surface of the impacted plate. These velocities are measured using a multi-channel Multiplexed Photonic Doppler Velocimetry (MPDV) diagnostic system, which is an interferometric fiber-optic technique that can determine the velocity of a point by measuring the Doppler shift of light reflected from a moving surface.

These experiments are simulated using the Lagrangian-based smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) solver in LS-DYNA. Simulation models use Johnson-Cook material model with Mie-Grüneisen equation of state (EOS).

To assess the proposed approach, preliminary testing was conducted using 12.7 mm (0.5 inch) thick ASTM A36 steel plates, which were impacted by cylindrical Lexan projectiles at velocities ranging from 4.5 to 6 km/s. Impact typically created a small crater in the front of the plate and a bulge on the back surface which usually led to fracture near the crate and spallation of material inside the plate. In addition to recording impact velocity, back surface velocities were recorded, and crater details were measured.

Several simulation models were developed with the objective of producing simulation results that are close to experimental ones. Simulation results were assessed based on comparison physical damage and velocity profiles. Adjustment of the simulation model included varying the parameters

---

1 In collaboration with the staff of National Security Technologies LLC
of the Johnson-Cook material model, EOS, and bulk viscosity, choosing appropriate spall model, and tuning particle spacing.

Initial experiments with A36 steel showed reasonable success to use the MPDV system. Further experiments were planned to design with better MPDV arrangement. Two other different steels were studied in: 304L and HY100. Simulation of these experiments were also compared with MPDV results to better understand material model behavior.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Literature Review

Hypervelocity impact events are ubiquitous in many areas, including micro-meteoroid collision with spacecraft, projectile impacts, and when modeling effects of explosives on structures. Consequently, researchers have been studying various aspects of this problem for several decades. A common technique to study hypervelocity impact in laboratory settings is the two-stage light-gas gun [1,2], which can accelerate a projectile to generate shock waves in a target that are similar to those created by detonating high explosives or meteorite collisions [3]. Swift [4] discussed the historical development of this type of gun.

Under hypervelocity impact conditions, thin metallic plates tend to stretch and bend around the impact area, absorbing a significant part of the projectile’s kinetic energy before perforation occurs. On the other hand, thick plates experience several failure modes during impact, such as spalling, petalling, discing, and plugging [5]. These failure modes depend upon several factors, such as the impact velocity, the properties of the plate material, and the geometry of the projectile.

Spalling, which is of a particular interest in this study, occurs when a triangular-shaped stress wave is reflected from the back of the target plate, thereby creating a tensile pressure that is greater than the material strength [6], which then results in an internal crack that progresses normal to the direction of the wave. Spall is a dynamic process and the maximum tensile pressure attained during this process is referred to as ‘spall strength’ of the material.
Failure modes for rod penetration experiments under hypervelocity impact conditions have been studied only by a relatively small number of researchers [7]. Goldsmith et al. [8] studied and described analytically the elastic-plastic plate deformation of aluminum plates impacted by a hard-steel cylindrical-nose projectile. Christman and Gehrig [9] studied the penetration mechanics and cratering processes in metallic and nonmetallic targets at impact velocities from 0.3 to 6.7 km/s. Subsequent studies on spall fracture and dynamic response of materials were reviewed by Oscarson and Graff [6]. Shockey et al. [10] reported that different projectile materials cause different types of physical damage to steel plates under hypervelocity impact. In addition, they reported microstructural changes and the pressure induced $\alpha \leftrightarrow \varepsilon$ polymorphic transition of the steel plates during impact.

Bond [11] suggested that spallation damage and phase-transition kinetics were important in damage studies of martensitic steel armor when subjected to hypervelocity impact. Merzhievskii and Titov [12] evaluated the perforation and deformation of thin steel plates at velocities from 3 to 9 km/s; they developed an analytical method to relate debris particles to the impact velocity. Johnson and Cook [13] developed a constitutive model for materials subjected to large strains, high strain rates, and high temperatures. Sorensen et al. [14] studied penetration mechanics of semi-infinite rolled homogeneous armor (RHA) steel by monolithic projectiles and segmented penetrators at velocities ranging from 2.5 to 4.0 km/s. The penetration behavior of long-rod tungsten-alloy projectiles in high-hard armor steel plates was studied by Anderson et al. [15] at two impact velocities, 1.25 km/s and 1.70 km/s. The ballistic limits of aluminum plates of various thicknesses were studied by Børvik et al. [16] using a compressed-air gas gun. An analytical model was developed based on those limits. Although this type of hypervelocity research have been conducted for several decades, only few of them tried to study plastic deformation of metallic
plates besides different failure mechanisms of different materials. Hence, a detail understanding of deformation mechanism of metallic plates in such extreme conditions demands a significant attention in research still.

Most of the early experimental work in impact dynamics and shock physics were conducted with relatively simple diagnostic systems. Part of this was due to the complexity of the experiment and lack of sophisticated diagnostics technologies; these took decades to develop. Therefore, significant effort was taken in the past few decades to develop new and accurate diagnostic systems to acquire data from this type of dynamic experiments. Recent work on impact dynamics and shock physics of materials emphasized the use of velocimetry data in flyer plate experiments to characterize the equation of state, spall strength, polymorphic phase transition, and the Hugoniot elastic limit of materials. Velocimetry data can provide a clear representation of the response of materials under high pressure and high strain rates, which may lead to developing accurate predictive computational models for materials. The following is a brief overview of velocimetry diagnostic techniques.

Barker and Hollenbach developed the homodyne interferometry technique: Velocity Interfero-meter System for Any Reflector (VISAR) system [17]. Typically a VISAR system collects velocimetry data by using an interferometer to measure the minute Doppler shift in light frequency given to a light beam as it is reflected by moving target surface. This technique became widely popular within the shock physics community. Numerous impact and shock studies have used VISAR as the primary diagnostic tool [18–26]. A typical flowchart of VISAR system measurement is presented in Figure 1.1 (recreated from [27]).
However, complexity, cost, and various issues that cannot be easily resolved, such as obtaining velocities from multiple points on a moving surface, prompted the development of an alternative diagnostic tool known as photonic Doppler velocimetry (PDV) [28]. Concept of PDV was first introduced by Strand et al. [28] which is a heterodyne velocimetry system. PDV is a displacement interferometer that collects velocity data based on measuring displacement using optical fiber probes. Typical flowchart of PDV system measurement is presented below in Figure 1.2 recreated from [28].
Here, light at frequency $f_0$ interferes with light at $f_d$ at the detector and is recorded by a digitizer. $f_d$ is Doppler-shifted away from $f_0$ by the motion of the surface at right, so that one fringe corresponds to motion of the surface toward the probe of $\lambda/2$.

Advantages of PDV include its relative simplicity, robustness, cost, accuracy, and versatility [29]. Chau et al. [30] used PDV for shock Hugoniot measurements of a single-crystal copper plate during impact experiments.

Recently, PDV technology was used as a basis for developing MPDV, which employs frequency-domain and time-domain multiplexing with PDV. MPDV system records velocimetry data from multiple points onto a single digitizer channel. The concept of frequency upshift PDV or, heterodyne PDV (i.e. frequency-domain multiplexing) was first introduced by Daykin and Perez [31]. Daykin[32] proposed frequency-domain multiplexing using four channels into a single optical fiber and then multiplexed this previous configuration twice in the time domain to get eight
velocity histories in a single digitizer. Researchers are currently exploring the applications and abilities of MPDV systems [33–35]. Already, several new techniques are developed to analyze the large amount of data collected from MPDV systems [31,35].

Since impact studies of the plate perforation are conducted with expensive experimental devices and equipment, computational modeling and numerical simulation have become an acceptable way to investigate behavior of materials, with the goal of having a predictive capability for these kinds of impact events. Numerical solutions and computational modeling of plate perforation problems have been described by several researchers. Børvik, et al. used a constitutive material model of viscoplasticity with ductile damage in LS-DYNA to computationally simulate the perforation phenomena [36,37]. Chen et al. extensively studied plate perforation with different projectile nose shape; providing analytical and computational models to compare results [38–40]. Ductile spall fracture and post-spall behavior of a circular plate was simulated using the PRONTO finite element code [41]. Impact dynamics is a complex phenomenon and solution of computational model depends on selection of the proper physics models and input parameters [42]. High speed projectile impact on target generates an enormous amount of pressure and heat resulting in large deformation of both objects [43]. Recently, several computational packages based on hydrocode methods have been used for penetration modeling. Oblique impact of aluminum sphere on aluminum target plate was modeled in AUTODYN-3D hydrocode for an impact velocity of 6.5 km/s [44]. This code emphasized on the use of a proper erosion criteria. CTH hydrocode was used in multiple instances to model penetration problems [15,45–47]. Also, the Lagrangian based smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) method is gaining popularity to simulate impact penetration problems [48–51]. Some of the work focused on modeling the
behavior of ceramic tiles under hypervelocity impact but they also included useful experimental data and computational material model properties for the metallic materials.

1.2 Research Objective

Literature reviewed so far mostly presented complete penetration of target plates rather than focusing on plastic deformation of plates in hypervelocity conditions. Therefore, one of the major objectives of this work is to design hypervelocity impact experiments where plastic deformation of metallic plates can be better understood.

Another key objective of this research is to explore the capability of newly developed MPDV system in hypervelocity impact events. Exploring the ability of MPDV system will certainly give direction to resolve some of the existing issues in this type of experiments and may have potential to challenge traditional diagnostic system.

One of the major challenges of this work is to verify the experimental data collected from the MPDV system. Therefore, developing simulation models with available resources which can predict experimental results accurately enough is selected as another objective of this work.

To achieve all of these objectives, the work has been divided into few subgroups:

1. Design of a simple plate penetration experiment with gas gun which can capture plastic deformation of metallic plates.
2. Design of a data acquisition system.
3. Conduct series of dynamic impact experiments with different MPDV arrangements.
4. Qualitative measurement of target plates in post-shock experiment.
5. Analyze the extracted velocimetry data from MPDV system.

6. Develop simulation models using finite element analysis (FEA) packages to verify experimental data.
CHAPTER 2  EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In all ballistic and hypervelocity events, structures experience wide range of shock loading—often as complex as mine blast to a simplistic one like projectile impact. Due to high impact energy of this type of loading, deformation and failure produced in these structures are often studied to understand the fundamental shock properties. All the plate impact experiments in UNLV has been performed using a two-stage light gas gun designed by Physics Applications Inc.. Designing of a gas gun and theory behind it, is beyond the scope of this work. This chapter, however, represents the working principle of two stage light gas gun, designing of plastic deformation experiments of metallic experiments using gas gun, designing of test fixture and diagnostic equipment required during the experiments.

2.1 UNLV Two-stage Light Gas Gun

UNLV gas gun has been designed to shot 0.22-caliber Lexan projectiles at a velocity up to 7 km/s. Main components of the gas gun with a schematic has been presented in Figure 2.1. As shown in the figure, main components of the gas gun includes powder chamber, pump tube, center breech, launch tube, blast tank, drift tank and target chamber. Pump tube of the gas gun is 1.49 m long and 19 mm in diameter. At the first step of gas gun operation, pump tube is filled with light gas like helium or hydrogen. Projectile velocity of the gas gun can be controlled in multiple ways: changing fill gas pressure in pump tube and amount of gun powder supposed to be most common techniques. Lighter gas is generally used to obtain for higher projectile velocity as velocity of the projectile is usually limited by the sound speed of the gas i.e. molecular weight of the gas.
Typically, pump tube is sealed with a piston of 20 mm in diameter and 120 mm long (Figure 2.2) in one side. The piston, supplied by PAI, has an average weight of 26.8 gm for all the experiments conducted. Powder chamber (Section 2.1.1) is assembled to the pump tube before light gas filling on that side. A cap breech is also connected behind the powder chamber with a high voltage cable and a solenoid firing pin. On the other side, pump is connected with launch tube with a high pressure unit called ‘central breech’ assembly. The central breech has an opening of 20 mm diameter on pump tube side and 5 mm diameter opening on launch tube side. The 1.016 m long launch tube guides the projectile and constrains the pump gas as the projectile accelerates.
2.1.1 Powder Breech and Pump Tube

Powder chamber (Figure 2.3) contains a certain amount of gun powder which burns during the gas gun operation. This gun powder is ignited by firing of a primer at the back of a cartridge (Figure 2.4). The cartridge, also filled with gun powder, is placed to seal one opening of the powder chamber. The discharge of capacitor is used to activate a solenoid which drives a firing pin into the primer. The capacitor (Figure 2.5) in normally charged by AC power supply. The gun powder in the cartridge burns rapidly when struck by firing pin. This then ignites the gun powder in the powder chamber.
Figure 2.3 Powder Chamber

Figure 2.4 Cartridge
Figure 2.5 High Voltage Capacitor

Figure 2.6 Firing Panel
The resulting explosion propelled a piston in the pump tube filled with pressurized helium gas. As the piston moved forward, it increased the pressure of the helium/hydrogen gas in the pump tube. In most of the experiments in this work, pump tube was filled with helium gas of a certain pressure. Pump tube is evacuated completely before filling up propellant gas to ensure the consistency of gun dynamics. The gun powder used in powder chamber is IMR 4064 and green dot smokeless powder respectively. In this work, most of the time the amount of gun powder used is 20 gm and the amount of green dot powder in the cartridge is 0.6 gm.

2.1.2 Central Breech and Launch Tube

The central breech between the pump tube and launch tube is shown in Figure 2.8. During the experiment, the central breech unit stops the moving piston and ensures a high pressure gas flow at the base of projectile by rupturing a petal valve. The central breech assembly is one of the
most critical parts to check during gas gun operation which affects the gas gun performance [1]. As mentioned earlier, petal valve withstands the high pressure of gas until it reaches a break point and ensures a gas flow to accelerate the projectile. Figure 2.9, shows typical petal valve before and after experiment. Since this pressure is dynamic and not static, it’s difficult to find actual pressure for the opening of the valve. The petal valve is placed on O-rings to avoid the leakage of gases from the central breech assembly.

Figure 2.8 Central Breech

Figure 2.9 Petal Valve (Before and After Experiment)
The projectile used in all gas gun experiments was cylindrical lexan (i.e. polycarbonate) projectiles with a diameter of 5.58 mm and a length of 8.61 mm (Figure 2.10). Average weight of this lexan projectiles is 0.25 gm. Polycarbonate projectiles are generally used since it acts as a lubricating agent as it moves along the launch tube. Projectile is placed inside the rifled launch tube before the central breech assembly.

Figure 2.10 Lexan Projectile (0.22-caliber)

Figure 2.11 Launch Tube
2.1.3 Blast Tank, Drift Tube and Target Chamber

Figure 2.12 shows the blast tank which is approximately 0.228m in diameter and 0.812m in length provides the volume for the expansion of the propellant gas. Blast tank is connected to the drift tube (Figure 2.13) where projectile velocity is monitored by diagnostic instrument. Drift tube is 0.152m in diameter and 0.609m in length. Drift tube has two see through glass ports where laser beams are passed.

Figure 2.12 Blast Tank

Figure 2.13 Drift Tube
The target chamber, as shown in Figure 2.14, is the final stage of the gas gun. It is 0.6096m in diameter and 0.3048m deep. The target tank provides space for mounting the bolted joint fixture and carry instrumentation. Ports in the target tank as shown in Figure 2.15 provide access for various instrumentations. All flanges, ports and joints in the tank assembly are assembled together with O-rings. This is done to isolate the interior volume from the atmosphere.

Figure 2.14 Target Chamber with Mounting Plate Inside

Figure 2.15 Ports for Instrumentation
During the gas gun operation, after placing the target in the target chamber and diagnostic instruments inside, target chamber is closed. Launch tube, central breech, pump tube and powder breech are assembled together. The whole assembly is then evacuated to a vacuum level of around 4 Torr (0.0053 atm) before filling pump tube with light gas. Once the vacuum level is reached, pump tube is filled with hydrogen/helium gas, powder chamber is loaded with gun powder and placed on the pump tube. A cartridge is then installed in the powder bridge, and cap breech is assembled in the powder chamber and firing cable is attached. After that, vacuum pump is turned off, and all the diagnostic instruments are rechecked. Firing pin is placed inside the cap breech and the gas gun is fired from the firing unit section.

2.2 Diagnostics

2.2.1 Projectile Velocity Measurement

During gas gun operation, it is very important to measure the projectile velocity as the basic gun dynamics, performance can be understood from it. In UNLV gas gun, projectile velocity is measured by using a two station laser intervalometer system. The unit has two collimated laser sources at 0.3048 m apart (Figure 2.16). Each laser beam is passed through one port to a receiving station. These collimated laser line generator are used to illuminate a linear array of 32 photodiodes. The passage of an object is sensed by the reduction of light level at one or more of the photodiodes. The diode array is covered with a narrow bandpass filter centered on the 670 nm wavelength of the laser so as to reduce interference from stray light. The diode array spans a length of 0.0508 m (2 inch). There is a timer unit which is a six-digit counter enabled by an external START pulse and disabled until receives an STOP signal. During gas gun operation, ‘start’ pulse
is triggered by the projectile when interferes the first laser unit source. Once the projectile crosses
the second laser unit source, the timer receives a ‘stop’ signal and displays the time difference of
projectile movement in between two laser sources. As the distance is known between the laser
sources, the projectile velocity can be calculated based on the timer value (Figure 2.17).

Figure 2.16 Laser Unit Assembly

Figure 2.17 Timer Unit of Intervalometer System
2.2.2 Gas Handling System

The gas handling unit (Figure 2.18) is one of the major components for gas gun operation. It is used for multiple operations: evacuation of gas gun, fill up and vent out gas in pump tube. The control panel in gas handling unit has two pressure gauges that monitors the pressure of the gas cylinder and pump tube. Hydrogen/Helium gas cylinders are connected with the gas handling unit with high pressure pump tube hoses. In order to fill up hydrogen/helium gas in the pump tube, a manually operated valve is used. The vacuum pump is also connected with the gas handling unit system. A regulator is used to handle the pressure and vacuum in the system. Besides this, a vent valve is present in this gas control panel which can be used to evacuate the system after experiment or, during emergency.

Figure 2.18 Gas Handling Unit
The architecture of MPDV system is already explained by E. Daykin [31]. A schematic view of this architecture is presented on Figure 2.19. The architecture utilizes four laser pairs with different wavelength; each pair consists of a laser used for measurement and another for reference. The laser frequencies correspond to separate ITU bands allowing for the use of commercial dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) modules that passively combine multiple lasers of different frequency onto a single fiber. This combined (multiplexed) signal passes through the input leg of a 3-port optical circulator and then into a demultiplexer (DeMux) where the frequencies separate onto individual fibers. The measurement lasers launch through lens packages onto the target, reflect back, and re-enter the same launch fiber. Once the light exits the circulator, a simple erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) amplifies the measured power levels. An additional stage of Mux/DeMux allows for individual attenuation to balance optical powers. A high bandwidth oscilloscope and photo-detector (P-D) record the four “beat” frequencies exiting the 1x2 coupler produced when the measurement lasers mix with their respective reference lasers.

Figure 2.19 Schematic of MPDV Architecture
2.3 Materials

Three different types of materials were used in this work: A36 steel, 304L and HY100. The primary purpose of this work was to measure the plastic deformation of A36 steel plates in hypervelocity conditions. This study initially started to explore A36 steel behavior but due to lack of adequate information on the pressure-induced phase transition of A36 steel; the study was expanded to two other well characterized steels: one with pressure-induced phase transition (HY100) and another without any pressure-induced phase transition (304L). Details of those plates are given below. All of these materials were supplied by NSTec. Typical chemical composition and mechanical properties of these materials are listed in Table 2.1 and 2.2.
Table 2.1 Typical Chemical Composition (%) †

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>A36</th>
<th>304L</th>
<th>HY100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Iron, Fe</td>
<td>98.00</td>
<td>71.629</td>
<td>95.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel, Ni</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>8.021</td>
<td>2.470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium, Cr</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>18.075</td>
<td>1.240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese, Mn</td>
<td>0.430</td>
<td>1.724</td>
<td>0.310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carbon, C</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper, Cu</td>
<td>0.180</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum, Mo</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>0.250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silicon, Si</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.204</td>
<td>0.210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorous, P</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanadium, V</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfur, S</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanium, Ti</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

† As received material datasheet supplied by NSTec
Table 2.2 Typical Physical and Mechanical Properties ††

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>A36</th>
<th>304L</th>
<th>HY100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (kg/m³)</td>
<td>7890</td>
<td>8000</td>
<td>7900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength, Ultimate (MPa)</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>653.1</td>
<td>789.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tensile Strength, Yield (MPa)</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>427.7</td>
<td>706.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young’s Modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulk Modulus (GPa)</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>167</td>
<td>172</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Elongation at Break (in 50 mm)</td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>45.4</td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poisson’s ratio</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†† As received material datasheet supplied by NSTec

2.4 Experimental Setup for Plastic Deformation Experiments

2.4.1 Target Plates

All metallic plates were cut with a dimension of 0.1524 × 0.1524 × 0.0127 m (6”× 6 × 0.5”). The thickness of the target plates was chosen such that during gas gun experiments projectiles can’t penetrate the plates completely; instead produce a bulge on the bulge. Target plates had four 5½” holes. Figure 2.21 shows a schematic of the target plate dimensions in gas gun experiments.
Typically, MPDV optical probes were focused on the back side of the target plates placed in the test chamber to collect velocimetry data. A small surface area of target plates was prepared for MPDV data collection. Target plates were prepared by using grinder, sand paper and finally a ball roller. The surface of the target plates was prepared such that all the lasers from the MPDV optical fibers diffracted uniformly instead of a complete reflection. This ensured a certain return signal to the MPDV recording system during experiment. Figure 2.22 shows an unprepared and prepared A36 target plate.
Figure 2.22 Typical Target Plates for MPDV System
2.4.2 Target Holder

Target holder was designed to hold the target plates in the test chamber. It was made of A36 steel. As mentioned earlier, targets were bolted with this target holder. The schematic dimension of target holder is presented in the Figure 2.23 and an exploded view of target and target holder assembly in Figure 2.24.

Figure 2.23 Schematic of Target Holder (Dimensions in m)
The target holder was fixed to two ¼” thick optical bread boards (top and bottom) through four angle brackets. The optical bread boards and angle bracket assembly were shown in Figure 2.25.
2.5 Experiment

All plastic deformation experiments in gas gun were performed with Helium gas. In all experiments, lexan projectiles impacted target plates. Projectiles achieved a velocity of 4.5 km/s-7.0 km/s. Typical flowchart of a gas gun experiment is presented in Figure 2.26.

![Flowchart of Gas Gun Operation](image)

Figure 2.26 Flowchart of Gas Gun Operation

Velocimetry data were collected by the MPDV system with the optical fiber probes placed inside the chamber focusing on the back side of the target plate. When the projectile crossed the ‘START’ laser, the intervalometer and MPDV system were triggered simultaneously by the signal. Two delay generators, showed in Figure 2.27, were used to set a delay time of 70-110 μs typically depending on the projectile velocity. The reason for setting a delay was to ensure that the
oscilloscope used in the MPDV system collects the velocimetry data effectively without missing any actual shockwave phenomena from the backside of the target plates. Data were captured by two 4-channel Tektronix oscilloscopes as frequency spectrogram (Figure 2.28). These oscilloscopes had a bandwidth of 6 GHz and a sample rate of $2 \times 10^9$ Sample/s in 2-channel mode and $10^9$ Sample/s in 4-channel mode. MPDV instruments were fielded by NSTec operators. This recorded data were then collected by NSTec personnel on-site for further analysis. Velocimetry data were extracted by the performing a sliding Fourier analysis by NSTec personnel with their software and finally, provided as time vs. velocity for each individual experiment.

![Figure 2.27 Delay Generator](image)

Figure 2.27 Delay Generator

![Figure 2.28 Typical Tektronix Oscilloscope](image)

Figure 2.28 Typical Tektronix Oscilloscope
Figure 2.29 Typical Flowchart of Data Collected by MPDV Setup in Experiment

2.6 Test Matrix

Based on the MPDV probes arrangement, a number of experiments were conducted to monitor the plastic deformation. Schematic of typical probe arrangements are presented in Figure 2.30 and actual probe arrays in Figure 2.31. Distance and location of probes are listed in Table 2.3.
(a) Typical 9-probe MPDV Array
(b) Typical 25-probe MPDV Array
(c) Typical 11-probe MPDV Array
(d) Typical 12-probe MPDV Array

Figure 2.30 Schematic of MPDV Probe Arrangements.

In all pictures, ‘Black’ fonts represent radial distance of probes in mm, ‘Blue’ fonts are angular distance of probes in Degree, ‘Yellow’ markers represent the probes and ‘Red’ fonts represent the corresponding probe identity in MPDV setup.
Figure 2.31 Typical MPDV Probe Arrangements on the Back Side of Target Plates in Experiments: (a) 9-probe (b) 25-probe (c) 11-probe (d) 12-probe
Table 2.3 Typical MPDV Probe Locations from Probe # 1 in 9-probe Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r, mm</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>5.21</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>5.11</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>5.02</td>
<td>4.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ, deg</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>9.40</td>
<td>59.60</td>
<td>89.90</td>
<td>127.50</td>
<td>179.50</td>
<td>218.00</td>
<td>263.80</td>
<td>336.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4 Typical MPDV Probe Locations from Probe # 1 in 25-probe Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe #</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>16</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r, mm</td>
<td>9.68</td>
<td>6.77</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td>8.63</td>
<td>6.10</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>8.53</td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>6.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ, deg</td>
<td>355.31</td>
<td>11.84</td>
<td>38.81</td>
<td>89.73</td>
<td>128.75</td>
<td>157.47</td>
<td>177.18</td>
<td>197.83</td>
<td>220.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe #</th>
<th>19</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>23</th>
<th>24</th>
<th>25</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r, mm</td>
<td>8.93</td>
<td>6.40</td>
<td>6.95</td>
<td>11.28</td>
<td>10.89</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>11.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ, deg</td>
<td>265.11</td>
<td>316.77</td>
<td>334.10</td>
<td>4.98</td>
<td>166.78</td>
<td>190.95</td>
<td>346.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2.5 Typical MPDV Probe Locations from Probe # 1 in 11-probe Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r, mm</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ, deg</td>
<td>111.74</td>
<td>123.62</td>
<td>153.43</td>
<td>206.57</td>
<td>236.38</td>
<td>248.26</td>
<td>56.38</td>
<td>26.57</td>
<td>333.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe #</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r, mm</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>7.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ, deg</td>
<td>303.62</td>
<td>291.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.6 Typical MPDV Probe Locations from Probe # 1 in 12-probe Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe #</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r, mm</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>2.64</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>10.67</td>
<td>6.12</td>
<td>3.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ, deg</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>270</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe #</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>r, mm</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>6.05</td>
<td>8.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>θ, deg</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Different MPDV probe arrangements were tried in different gas gun experiments to monitor the quality of the velocimetry data and comparing the performance of that MPDV setup. Furthermore, test matrices were developed to explore plastic deformation of different materials. Table 2.7 lists all the experiments planned for each material.

Table 2.7 Test Matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>MPDV System Details</th>
<th>Number of shots planned in different impact velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&lt; 5.0 km/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A36</td>
<td>9-probe</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-probe</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304 L</td>
<td>11-probe</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12-probe</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY 100</td>
<td>11-probe</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12-probe</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.7 Typical Experimental Results

2.7.1 Physical Observation

In all gas gun experiments, impact of high-velocity Lexan projectiles created a crater on the front side and a bulge on the back side of target plates (Figure 2.32). Lexan projectiles disintegrated due to the enormous pressure and heat generated upon impact. After each experiment, crater and bulge details for each target plate were measured. The distance between the flat rear
surface of the plate and peak point of the bulge was taken to be the height of the bulge. An average value for multiple measurements of crater diameter, depth of penetration and bulge were taken as the final measurement.

![Crater (front side) - Bulge (back side) - Spall (Sectioned)](image)

**Figure 2.32 Typical Target Plate After Impact (Impact Velocity 4.763 km/s)**

All the crater details and bulge dimensions are listed in Table 2.5. Sectioned plates showed spall due to release wave interactions. The results show that the size of spall cracks is proportional to impact velocity. Details of spall cracks from some of these experiments are also listed in Table 2.8.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPDV system details</th>
<th>Target Plates</th>
<th>Impact velocity, km/s</th>
<th>Crater diameter, mm</th>
<th>Penetration depth, mm</th>
<th>Bulge, mm</th>
<th>Spall crack details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Diameter, mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Width, mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 probe</td>
<td>A36</td>
<td>4.763</td>
<td>15.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>1.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>14.5 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.708</td>
<td>17.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>7.7 ± 0.3</td>
<td>3.1 ± 0.3</td>
<td>21.4 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 probe</td>
<td>304L</td>
<td>6.583</td>
<td>17.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.3</td>
<td>2.4 ± 0.1</td>
<td>13.6 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HY100</td>
<td>6.698</td>
<td>16.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>6.4 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.0 ± 0.3</td>
<td>14.6 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 probe</td>
<td>HY100</td>
<td>6.743</td>
<td>15.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>4.5 ± 0.3</td>
<td>3.3 ± 0.1</td>
<td>14.1 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>304L</td>
<td>6.758</td>
<td>15.5 ± 0.2</td>
<td>3.9 ± 0.1</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.2</td>
<td>13.6 ± 0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25 probe</td>
<td>A36</td>
<td>4.823</td>
<td>15.1 ± 0.2</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>14.8 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.088</td>
<td>16.9 ± 0.8</td>
<td>7.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>2.3 ± 0.2</td>
<td>n/a†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.157</td>
<td>15.9 ± 0.4</td>
<td>6.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.2</td>
<td>18.5 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†n/a – data was not available as the plate was not stored after impact.
2.7.2 Free Surface Velocity

Typically, all MPDV experiments captured free surface velocities from target plate for 30-40μs whereas, the first 5μs contains the most important features related to the dynamic properties of the materials used. A typical free surface velocity from A36 steel experiment with a single probe is presented in Figure 2.33.

![Figure 2.33 Characteristic Features of Typical Free Surface Velocity Profiles](image)

In general, all free surface velocity profiles for A36 steel exhibited a two-wave structure velocity profiles in compression: an elastic wave followed by a relatively sharp plastic wave.
Velocity profiles also showed a second velocity peak and a spall signature in the form of a ‘pullback velocity’ signal. Free surface velocity profiles from 9-probe and 25 probes are shown in Figure 2.34 and Figure 2.35. Velocity profiles of 304L steel were pretty similar to A36 steel showing a two-wave structure with a sharp plastic rise (Figure 2.36). Because of known material properties differences between plain carbon steel (i.e. A36) and stainless steel (i.e. 304L), subtle differences do exist in the measured wave profiles. The velocity peak for the plastic wave was proportional to the impact velocity.

Supposedly, all low carbon alloy steels should show another wave rise after the plastic wave due to the $\alpha \leftrightarrow \epsilon$ phase transition [13] similar to what was observed in shocked iron [14, 15]. However, in the case of HY100 steel, the signature of $\alpha \leftrightarrow \epsilon$ phase transition was not prominent in 11-probe (Figure 2.37) and 12-probe gas gun experiments at the rear surface. This could be due to the complex, asymmetric nature of the stress wave at that location in the target plate, and the relatively low stress amplitude of the wave at the rear surface of the target plate. Typical fundamental shock compression experiments that do observe the phase transition wave have all been done with a condition of uniaxial strain, which was not the case for the stress wave in these MPDV experiments.

In all MPDV experiments, the impact center is within $\pm$ 3.0 mm from the nearest PDV probe. Therefore, probes located closest to the impact center showed the earliest arrival of the free surface velocity signal and showed the highest peak velocities in general; but there were certain exceptions. While the exact reason of these anomalies is not yet understood completely, possible reasons may include the complex asymmetric nature of the stress wave.
Tables 2.9-2.12 lists all the probe distances from impact center. Plate center was considered as datum i.e. (0,0) and radial distance of impact center from probe center was calculated initially. Details of calculating the impact center distance is discussed in APPENDIX B and C.

Table 2.9 Radial Distances of Probes from Impact Center in 9-probe Experiment (in mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact center distance from plate center</th>
<th>Impact Velocity, m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 1</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 2</td>
<td>5.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 3</td>
<td>4.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 4</td>
<td>8.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 5</td>
<td>6.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 6</td>
<td>8.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 7</td>
<td>5.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 8</td>
<td>5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 9</td>
<td>2.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 2.34 Typical Free Surface Velocity Profiles of A36 Steel with 9-probe MPDV Arrangement.
Table 2.10 Radial Distances of Probes from Impact Center in 25-probe Experiment (in mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Impact Velocity, m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact center distance from plate center, mm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 1</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 2</td>
<td>4.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 3</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 4</td>
<td>5.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 5</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 6</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 7</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 8</td>
<td>3.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 9</td>
<td>2.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 10</td>
<td>9.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 11</td>
<td>6.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 12</td>
<td>7.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 13</td>
<td>9.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 14</td>
<td>6.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 15</td>
<td>7.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 16</td>
<td>8.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 17</td>
<td>6.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 18</td>
<td>5.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 19</td>
<td>8.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 20</td>
<td>5.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 21</td>
<td>6.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 22</td>
<td>11.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 23</td>
<td>11.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 24</td>
<td>11.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 25</td>
<td>11.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(a) 25-probe MPDV Experiment (Impact Velocity: 4.823 km/s)

(b) 25-probe MPDV Experiment (Impact Velocity: 5.088 km/s)
(c) 25-probe MPDV Experiment (Impact Velocity: 5.157 km/s)

Figure 2.35 Typical Free Surface Velocity Profiles of A36 Steel with 25-probe MPDV Arrangements
Table 2.11 Radial Distances of Probes from Impact Center in 11-probe Experiment for 304L (in mm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact center distance from plate center</th>
<th>Impact Velocity, m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact center distance from plate center</td>
<td>9.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 1</td>
<td>7.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 2</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 3</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 4</td>
<td>2.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 5</td>
<td>4.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 6</td>
<td>6.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 7</td>
<td>4.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 8</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 9</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 10</td>
<td>4.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probe 11</td>
<td>6.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.36 Typical Free Surface Velocity Profiles of 304L Steel with 11-probe MPDV Arrangements
Table 2.12 Radial Distances of Probes from Impact Center in 11-probe Experiment for HY100 in mm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impact center distance from plate center</th>
<th>Impact Velocity, m/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>6689</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>7.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.37 Typical Free Surface Velocity Profiles of HY100 Steel with 11-probe MPDV Arrangements
Due to the similar type of velocity profiles for 304L and HY100 steels in 11-probe and 12-probe MPDV experiments, only 11-probe velocity profiles are presented here.

2.7.3 Grouping of MPDV Results

The layout of the MPDV probes, Section 2.6, shows that it can be beneficial to think of the probes in terms of polar coordinates. Therefore, grouping probes with the same radius and average their result will represent the velocity profiles better. Therefore, Table 2.13 and Table 2.14 list the groups for 9-probe and 25-probe MPDV experiment for A36 steel.

Table 2.13 Grouping of Probes in a Typical 9-probe Experiment (Impact Velocity: 4.763 km/s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group ID</th>
<th>Probe ID</th>
<th>Average radial distance from impact center, mm</th>
<th>Impact center location in polar coordinates (r, θ°)</th>
<th>Probe# 1 location in polar coordinates (r, θ°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>(5.47, 35.2)</td>
<td>(5.90, 41.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-2</td>
<td>7, 9</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-3</td>
<td>3, 5, 8</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9-4</td>
<td>2, 4, 6</td>
<td>7.93</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.14 Grouping of Probes in a Typical 25-probe Experiment (Impact Velocity: 4.823 km/s)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group ID</th>
<th>Probe ID</th>
<th>Average radial distance from impact center, mm</th>
<th>Impact center location in polar coordinates (r, θ°)</th>
<th>Probe# 1 location in polar coordinates (r, θ°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>25-1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>(5.18, 39.5)</td>
<td>(5.59, 47.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-2</td>
<td>2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-3</td>
<td>11, 12, 14, 15, 17, 18, 20, 21</td>
<td>6.57</td>
<td>(5.18, 39.5)</td>
<td>(5.59, 47.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-4</td>
<td>10, 13, 16, 19</td>
<td>9.02</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-5</td>
<td>22, 23, 24, 25</td>
<td>11.46</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As an example, Figure 2.38 shows the result of averaging velocity profile for probes 2, 4 and 6 in the 9-probe MPDV experiment. This process smoothed some of the ripples that individual probes had exhibited. The results of the grouping process for a typical 9-probe and a typical 25-probe experiments are presented in Figure 2.39 and Figure 2.40 respectively.

![Figure 2.38 Typical Grouping of MPDV Probes in the Case of the 9-probe MPDV Experiment](image)

Figure 2.38 Typical Grouping of MPDV Probes in the Case of the 9-probe MPDV Experiment
Figure 2.39 Grouping of Free Surface Velocity Profiles of A36 Steel for the 9-probe MPDV Experiment

Figure 2.40 Grouping of Free Surface Velocity Profiles of A36 Steel For the 25-probe MPDV Experiment
Similarly, Table 2.15 and 2.16 list the grouping of probes in 11-probe experiment for 304L and HY100 respectively and their corresponding radial distance from plate center and impact center. Note that, plate center (0,0) was considered as datum in all cases. Figure 2.41 and 2.42 represent the average free surface velocities of 304L and HY100 respectively in groups from 11-probe MPDV experiment.

Table 2.15 Grouping of Probes in a Typical 11-probe Experiment for 304L

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group ID</th>
<th>Probe ID</th>
<th>Average radial distance from impact center, mm</th>
<th>Impact center location in polar coordinates (r, θ°)</th>
<th>Probe# 1 location in polar coordinates (r, θ°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11-1</td>
<td>3,4,8,9</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>(9.96, 300.8)</td>
<td>(13.77, 92.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-2</td>
<td>2,5,7,10</td>
<td>4.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-3</td>
<td>1,6,11</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.41 Grouping of Free Surface Velocity Profiles of 304L Steel For the 11-probe MPDV Experiment
Table 2.16 Grouping of Probes in a Typical 11-probe Experiment for HY100

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group ID</th>
<th>Probe ID</th>
<th>Average radial distance from impact center, mm</th>
<th>Impact center location in polar coordinates $(r, \theta^\circ)$</th>
<th>Probe# 1 location in polar coordinates $(r, \theta^\circ)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11-1</td>
<td>3,4,8,9</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-2</td>
<td>2,5,7,10</td>
<td>4.78</td>
<td>(0.02,0)</td>
<td>(7.13, 111.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-3</td>
<td>1,6,11</td>
<td>7.14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.42 Grouping of Free Surface Velocity Profiles of HY100 Steel for the 11-probe MPDV Experiment
CHAPTER 3    FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

3.1 Introduction

Due to the expensive and sophisticated instrumentation of gas gun experiments in hypervelocity conditions, predictive modelling is gaining popularity these days. Therefore, a significant amount of effort has been given to develop different sophisticated computational models and software packages. One of the major objectives of this work is to simulate the gas gun experiments to predict the plastic deformation of the metallic plates. This will help to reduce the experimental need for this kind of material in hypervelocity conditions.

3.2 Hardware and Software

All the computational analysis was done on a 64 GB, 48-core CentOS 4.5 server located at UNLV. The server is capable of parallel processing as this kind of simulation requires long computational time. Commercial dynamic FEA package LS-DYNA v7.0 was used to simulate the experiments. Simulation models were created with LS-DYNA preprocessor v977[]. Models were created using standard unit system for force (N), length (m), mass (kg) and time (s).

3.3 Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics

Simulating an experiment like projectile impact on a plate at hypervelocity potentially deals with an enormous number of parameters [52]. Under these conditions, extremely high pressure and temperature states are created that make solids行为 somewhat like a fluid while
retaining knowledge of their initial strength. In many cases, simulation models include many simplifications for this kind of problem, which can affect the accuracy of such simulations.

SPH was first developed to simulate astrophysical phenomena [53,54]. In SPH method, approximate numerical solution of fluid equations are resolved which can be extended to solve difficult physics problems dealing with material properties. SPH is a meshless numerical technique which can simulate large deformation without much difficulty. Each SPH particle acts as an interpolation point representing density, displacement, acceleration, strain-rate etc. The solution of the entire problem is then computed on all the particles with a regular interpolation function, the so-called ‘smoothing length’. The space and time dependent variables determine the ‘region of influence’ of the neighboring particles.

SPH details have been reviewed time-to-time ever since it was first introduced [55–57]. Very few of them even discussed applying SPH method in hypervelocity impact problems [45,51,58–60]. SPH method already showed superior results compare to ALE and Lagrangian with erosion model in Aluminum plate perforation [61]. Different variables like artificial bulk viscosity, spall strength, particle spacing typically controls the solution of SPH simulation [62,63].

3.4 Model Development

In this work, the experiments were simulated using Lagrangian-based smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) solver in LS-DYNA. Initial models of projectiles and target plates were developed by LS Pre-Post 4.1. All the penetration models developed in this work were 2-D axisymmetric model. The reason to choose for an axisymmetric model was that shock response was symmetric as the projectile was impacting in the middle of the plates (roughly) and only first
few instances were experimental interest. Also, SPH algorithm was expensive in terms of computational solution.

Both projectiles and target plates were modeled as SPH. In axisymmetric model, target plate was considered as a cylindrical plate of 76.2 mm radius and 12.7 mm thickness. SPH spacing for both parts in the models was selected in such that mass of each SPH particle in projectile particle was similar to the mass of each SPH particle in the target plate. Extensive particle spacing study was done before developing the model and finally, a particle spacing for 0.05 mm was selected for the target plate to model A36 steel. Details of this particle study is described in APPENDIX F. No boundary conditions were used during the model development. Figure 3.1 represents a typical picture of SPH model developed for each experiment.

Figure 3.1 Typical Axisymmetric SPH Model
3.5 Material Model

When performing dynamic simulations of this kind, suitable material model must be used that can accommodate high strain rate, large deformations, and temperature effects, which are evident in hypervelocity impact. The Johnson-Cook material model is one of the most effective and commonly used material models for simulating high strain and large deformation problems [64–67]. The Johnson-Cook constitutive equation expresses stress as a function of large strains, high strain-rates and high temperatures [68].

\[
\sigma_y = (A + B\varepsilon_p^n)(1 + Cln(\dot{\varepsilon}^*))(1 - T'^m)
\]  

(1)

where \(\sigma_y\) is the flow stress; \(A, B, C, n, m\) were material constants; \(\varepsilon^p\) is the effective plastic strain; and \(\dot{\varepsilon}^*\) is the effective total strain-rate normalized by quasi-static strain rate. The homologous temperature, \(T^*\), is defined as

\[
T^* = \frac{T - T_r}{T_m - T_r},
\]  

(2)

where, \(T_r\) and \(T_m\) were room and the melting temperatures in Kelvin, respectively.

In LS-DYNA, a simplified Johnson-Cook model were used without considering any damage parameters. Damage were accommodated with a spall parameter (\(P_{\text{min}}\)) in Johnson-Cook model. All the parameters of the Johnson-Cook model for Lexan [66], A36 steel [65], 304L [69] and HY100 [70] steel are listed in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Johnson-Cook Material Properties for the Projectile and the Target

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>A (MPa)</th>
<th>B (MPa)</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>(T_m) (Kelvin)</th>
<th>(\nu^\dagger)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexan</td>
<td>75.8</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.004</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>0.344</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A36 Steel</td>
<td>286.1</td>
<td>500.1</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.917</td>
<td>0.2282</td>
<td>1811</td>
<td>0.260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304L</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1694</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY100</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1793</td>
<td>0.300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(\nu^\dagger\) is the Poisson’s ratio

3.6 Equation of State (EOS)

Materials under shock-wave loading needed a shock model that could account for the sudden pressure, temperature, internal energy, and density changes that occur in front of the shock waves. The equation of state (EOS) of a material is a general thermodynamic relation that is defined by the code user. Various forms of EOS were used to describe the volumetric compression or expansion behavior of different types of materials. One of most commonly used EOS is the Mie-Grüneisen equation of state, which can be expressed [71] as

\[
P = \frac{\rho_0 C_0^2 \mu \left(1+\frac{\gamma_0}{2}\right) \left[1 - \frac{a}{\mu} \mu^2\right]}{\left(1-(S_1-1) \frac{\mu}{\mu+1} - S_2 \frac{\mu^2}{\mu+1} - S_3 \frac{\mu^3}{(\mu+1)^2}\right)^2} + (\gamma_0 + a \mu) E, \tag{3}
\]

where, \(P\) is the pressure; \(S_1, S_2, \) and \(S_3\) are the coefficients of slope of shock velocity-particle velocity curve, \(\gamma_0\) is the Grüneisen coefficient; \(a\) is the volume correction factor; \(\rho\) is the instantaneous density, \(C_0\) is the Hugoniot intercept of the metal; \(E\) is the internal energy; and \(\mu = \)
\( \rho / \rho_0 - 1 \) where \( \rho_0 \) is the reference density. For materials under compression, a temperature-corrected form of the above equation is given below [72].

\[
P = \frac{\rho_0 C_0^2 \mu \left(1 + \left(1 - \frac{\gamma_0}{2}\right) \mu\right)}{(1 - (S_1 - 1) \mu)^2} + \gamma_0 E
\]  

(4)

Assuming a negligible change in density and internal energy, the above equations can be rewritten as

\[
P = \frac{\rho_0 C_0^2 \left(2 - \frac{\gamma_0}{2}\right)}{(1 - S_1)^2}.
\]  

(5)

Both LS-DYNA and CTH included a Grüneisen EOS for Lexan, A36 steel, 304L and HY100; these were used in simulations during this study, using the input parameters listed in Table 3.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>( \rho_0 ) (kg/m(^3))</th>
<th>( C_0 ) (m/s)</th>
<th>( S_1 )</th>
<th>( \gamma_0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lexan [73]</td>
<td>1190</td>
<td>1933</td>
<td>1.42††</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A36 Steel [67]</td>
<td>7890</td>
<td>4569</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>2.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304L [74]</td>
<td>7900</td>
<td>4570</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY100 [75]</td>
<td>7746</td>
<td>3574</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†† \( S_1 \) value for Lexan is suggested as 1.42 [55]
3.7 Estimation of the Hugoniot Elastic Limit and Spall Strength

In most fundamental shock studies, velocimetry data are obtained from uniaxial strain experiments on the shock Hugoniot. This work considered the case of a projectile-plate penetration experiment that can be described using axisymmetric assumptions. The Hugoniot elastic limit and spall strength were calculated based on the uniaxial case in the absence of axisymmetric data. Spall strength is defined by a $P_{\text{min}}$ value in Johnson-Cook material model in LS-DYNA.

The approximate Hugoniot elastic limit, $\sigma_{HEL}$, and spall strength, $\sigma_{spall}$, of A36 steel were calculated from this velocity profile by assuming that the impact was a one-dimensional localized phenomenon with the following relations [26]:

$$\sigma_{HEL} = \frac{1}{2} \Delta U_H \rho_0 c_l ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

$$\sigma_{spall} = \frac{1}{2} \Delta U_{fs} \rho_0 c_b ,$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)

where $\Delta U_H$ was the free-surface velocity at elastic precursor wave; $\Delta U_{fs}$ was the pullback velocity of free surface as shown in Figure 3.2; and $c_l$ and $c_b$ correspond to the longitudinal and bulk sound speed, respectively.
These speeds depend on the Young’s modulus, $E$, and the bulk modulus, $K$, of all the steels experimented. Equations are given below.

$$c_l = \sqrt{\frac{E}{\rho}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$c_b = \sqrt{\frac{K}{\rho}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

Based on these equations, the Hugoniot elastic limit and the spall strength of A36 steel are approximated based the experiments and the above analysis; results are shown in Table 3.3.
Table 3.3 Spall Strength Calculation of A36 Steel from a Typical 9-probe MPDV Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Probe 1</th>
<th>Probe 2</th>
<th>Probe 3</th>
<th>Probe 4</th>
<th>Probe 5</th>
<th>Probe 6</th>
<th>Probe 7</th>
<th>Probe 8</th>
<th>Probe 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta U_H$ (m/s)</td>
<td>15.62</td>
<td>25.74</td>
<td>27.14</td>
<td>29.61</td>
<td>29.77</td>
<td>47.16</td>
<td>22.04</td>
<td>21.72</td>
<td>23.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{HEL}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta U_{fs}$ (m/s)</td>
<td>81.72</td>
<td>57.55</td>
<td>63.72</td>
<td>60.54</td>
<td>61.29</td>
<td>54.76</td>
<td>70.31</td>
<td>63.49</td>
<td>70.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{spall}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, Table 3.4 lists all the spall strength values of A36 steel calculated for typical 25-probe MPDV experiment.
Table 3.4 Spall Strength Calculation of A36 Steel from a Typical 25-probe MPDV Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Probe 1</th>
<th>Probe 2</th>
<th>Probe 3</th>
<th>Probe 4</th>
<th>Probe 5</th>
<th>Probe 6</th>
<th>Probe 7</th>
<th>Probe 8</th>
<th>Probe 9</th>
<th>Probe 10</th>
<th>Probe 11</th>
<th>Probe 12</th>
<th>Probe 13</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta U_H$ (m/s)</td>
<td>17.52</td>
<td>27.39</td>
<td>28.18</td>
<td>28.68</td>
<td>23.22</td>
<td>18.76</td>
<td>9.70</td>
<td>12.48</td>
<td>22.46</td>
<td>16.10</td>
<td>27.57</td>
<td>28.57</td>
<td>19.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{HEL}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta U_{fs}$ (m/s)</td>
<td>68.9</td>
<td>63.56</td>
<td>63.53</td>
<td>60.82</td>
<td>62.02</td>
<td>61.78</td>
<td>59.86</td>
<td>64.08</td>
<td>67.82</td>
<td>59.41</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>53.81</td>
<td>51.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{spall}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>1.03</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Probe 14</td>
<td>Probe 15</td>
<td>Probe 16</td>
<td>Probe 17</td>
<td>Probe 18</td>
<td>Probe 19</td>
<td>Probe 20</td>
<td>Probe 21</td>
<td>Probe 22</td>
<td>Probe 23</td>
<td>Probe 24</td>
<td>Probe 25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta U_H$ (m/s)</td>
<td>36.86</td>
<td>22.07</td>
<td>19.72</td>
<td>29.15</td>
<td>26.66</td>
<td>31.21</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>22.73</td>
<td>20.53</td>
<td>14.45</td>
<td>14.67</td>
<td>9.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{HEL}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta U_{fs}$ (m/s)</td>
<td>53.13</td>
<td>52.57</td>
<td>49.01</td>
<td>59.04</td>
<td>52.46</td>
<td>52.62</td>
<td>57.96</td>
<td>54.92</td>
<td>53.62</td>
<td>47.03</td>
<td>46.04</td>
<td>49.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma_{spall}$ (GPa)</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hence, in all simulations of A36 steel experiments, an average value of 9-probe and 25-probe MPDV experiments were chosen which was 0.98 GPa.

Similarly, spall strength was calculated for 304L and HY100 from 11-probe experiments and an average value was used simulating these experiments for each of these steel individually. Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 lists spall strength of 304L and HY100 from typical 11-probe MPDV experiments.

Table 3.5 Spall Strength Calculation of 304L Steel from a Typical 11-probe MPDV Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta U_{fs}) (m/s)</td>
<td>167.7</td>
<td>150.8</td>
<td>163.1</td>
<td>168.9</td>
<td>151.3</td>
<td>161.7</td>
<td>163.7</td>
<td>175.7</td>
<td>169.5</td>
<td>166.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma_{spall}) (GPa)</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>3.07</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.94</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>3.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.6 Spall Strength Calculation of HY100 Steel from a Typical 11-probe MPDV Experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
<th>Probe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\Delta U_{fs}) (m/s)</td>
<td>164.0</td>
<td>134.5</td>
<td>158.7</td>
<td>169.7</td>
<td>143.4</td>
<td>140.6</td>
<td>163.4</td>
<td>167.1</td>
<td>175.4</td>
<td>162.0</td>
<td>140.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\sigma_{spall}) (GPa)</td>
<td>2.99</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.90</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>2.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The average spall strength values of 304L and HY100 were 2.95 GPa and 2.85 GPa taken respectively for simulations. Spall strength of these three steels can be correlated with their ultimate tensile strength (listed in Table 2.2). Higher ultimate tensile strength steel showed higher spall strength.

3.8 Simulation Results

In all LS-DYNA simulations, projectiles disintegrated upon impact with the target parts. Target plates showed a crater and a small bulge on the back surface of the plates like the experiments. Spall crack planes were also developed during the simulations. Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 represents the crater and bulge formation and spall crack formation respectively.

Figure 3.3 Crater and Bulge Formation in Typical Simulation of A36 Steel in 9-Probe MPDV Experiment (Impact Velocity: 4.763 km/s)
After each simulation, crater diameter and depth, height of bulge were measured. These measurements were then compared to the corresponding experimental measurements. Note that, this spall plane location and width were depended on the simulation runtime: longer the runtime, longer the width and height of the spall cracks. Table 3.7 lists the details of the crater and bulge from SPH simulation for selected experiments.

Table 3.7 Typical LS-DYNA Simulation Results for Selected Experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>MPDV Arrangements</th>
<th>Impact velocity, km/s</th>
<th>Crater diameter, mm</th>
<th>Crater depth, mm</th>
<th>Bulge, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A36</td>
<td>9-probe</td>
<td>4.763</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-probe</td>
<td>4.823</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304L</td>
<td>11-probe</td>
<td>6.583</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY100</td>
<td>11-probe</td>
<td>6.698</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>5.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Free surface velocity profiles were collected based on the radial distance of the probe groups. Typical free surface velocity profile from few MPDV experiments are presented in Figure 3.5 to Figure 3.8.

Figure 3.5 Simulated Velocity Profiles of A36 Steel for 9-probe MPDV Experiment (Impact Velocity: 4.763 km/s)
Figure 3.6 Simulated Velocity Profiles of A36 Steel for 25-probe MPDV Experiment (Impact Velocity: 4.823 km/s)

Figure 3.7 Simulated Velocity Profiles of 304L Steel for 11-probe MPDV Experiment (Impact Velocity: 6.583 km/s)
All of these velocity profiles are presented up to 5 μs as most of the characteristic features are captured by that time. Velocity profiles showed a two peak wave-structure and HEL with a sharp plastic rise. Also, pullback velocity presented in the wave represented the spall crack formation in simulations.
CHAPTER 4 RESULTS COMPARISON & DISCUSSION

4.1 MPDV Probe Arrangements

In this work, different types of MPDV probe arrangements were used. One of the primary purposes of this work was to explore the capability of MPDV systems and compare different MPDV probe arrangements. As far as the results presented earlier clarifies the fact that MPDV system was able to capture free surface velocities from multiple points at the same time. Therefore, in order to check the MPDV performance, MPDV probe arrangements were evaluated for same material. In this case, one of the 9-probe experiment and 25-probe experiment for A36 were compared. Results of the peak velocities from these experiments were plotted against radial distance of the probe to check the consistency of the collected velocimetry data (Figure 4.1).

![Figure 4.1 Free Surface Velocity vs. Radial Distances of Probes from Impact Center in 9-probe and 25-probe MPDV Experiments for A36 Steel](image_url)
From the above figure, it is clear that peak velocities decreases as the radial distances from the impact center increases. There are few certain deviations though; which may be due to the development of spall crack inside. Higher number of probes ensures the capture of the velocimetry data uniformly.

4.2 LS-DYNA Simulation Results Comparison

All LS-DYNA simulations results were compared to experimental results to verify the accuracy of the FEA models developed. Simulation results were compared in terms of physical measurements, free surface velocities with the corresponding MPDV experiments.

4.2.1 Physical Measurement Comparison

Similar to experiments, all LS-DYNA simulations showed crater, bulge and spall crack formation. Simulation results were depended on the run time, especially for the crater depth, bulge and spall crack formation. Longer run time typically ensures a much closer match to the experimental results. But, as mentioned earlier, due to the higher computational time and expense, most of the simulations were run only for first few microseconds to capture the free surface velocity profile details. Table 4.1 lists a comparison of all the physical properties. Simulation results of A36 steel were very well matched with both 9- and 25- probe MPDV experiments in terms of crater and bulge details; difference ranging from 0%-26%. In case of 304L and HY100 steel, difference for crater diameter and depth were -2.4%-11% whereas difference ranged from 4.2%- 33% for bulge.
Table 4.1 Typical Comparison of Simulation Results with Selected Experiments (after 20 μs simulation)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>MPDV Experiment</th>
<th>Impact Velocity, m/s</th>
<th>Crater Diameter, mm</th>
<th>Penetration Depth, mm</th>
<th>Bulge, mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Exp.</td>
<td>FEA</td>
<td>% Difference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A36</td>
<td>9-probe</td>
<td>4763</td>
<td>15.4</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>25-probe</td>
<td>4823</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>-7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>304L</td>
<td>11-probe</td>
<td>6583</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HY100</td>
<td>11-probe</td>
<td>6698</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.2.2 Free surface velocity comparison

Free surface velocity profiles from the above simulations were compared with selected MPDV experiments. To compare the free surface velocity profiles between simulation and experimental results, the discussion was narrowed down to the velocity during the first 5μs after impact where most important features occurred: (a) elastic precursor and Hugoniot elastic limit (HEL), (b) plastic wave (c) peak velocity (d) spall signatures.

Figure 4.2 shows a typical comparison of simulated velocity profiles with experimental velocity profile for a typical 9-probe MPDV experiment with an impact velocity of 4.763 km/s. In order to better understand the comparison, only the velocity profile close to the impact center was compared and presented below.

Figure 4.2 Free Surface Velocity Profile Comparison of Center Probe in a Typical 9-probe MPDV Experiment for A36 Steel
The result showed that LS-DYNA simulation were able to capture the elastic precursor in a two-peak velocity profiles as observed in the experiment. But, the simulation showed lower HEL. For the 4.763 km/s MPDV test, the HEL calculated from free surface velocity profile was approximately 1.25±0.2 GPa. Free surface velocities from LS-DYNA showed HEL of A36 steel as 0.64 GPa for this experiment. Simulation also captured the sharp rise in plastic wave almost identical to the experimental velocity profile. LS-DYNA simulations registered almost same magnitude for the first peak in the experiment (6% lower velocity) but showed much higher velocity for second peak.
Figure 4.3 Free Surface Velocity Profile Comparison of Grouped Probes in a Typical 9-probe MPDV Experiment for A36 Steel (Impact Velocity: 4.763 km/s)
Free surface velocity profiles from the rest of the grouped probes were compared with LS-DYNA simulation in Figure 4.3 for the 9-probe MPDV experiment. All of these simulated velocity profiles captured the elastic precursor wave, HEL, plastic wave. Spall signatures were not prominent in Figure 4.3 (a) and (b). The reason behind this anomaly was due to the fact that once spall happened in SPH model in LS-DYNA, all the elements associated with the spall plane and behind it felt no pressure. This is a typical feature in SPH modeling in LS-DYNA. Hence, elements considered for the same radial distances of those grouped probes did not feel any pressure wave once the spall happened earlier and did not register any spall signature. In case of Figure 4.3 (c), element considered for free surface velocity was not affected by the spall crack plane propagation. Hence, there was clear spall signatures registered in simulated velocity profile in Figure 4.3 (c).

In case of 25-probe MPDV experiments for A36 steel, LS-DYNA simulations were able to capture all the major features of the free surface velocity profiles as discussed above. Magnitude of the peak velocities, HEL, spall strengths were different from the experiment though; as most of the simulations were run for a shorter time due to the long computational time.
Figure 4.4 Free Surface Velocity Profile Comparison of Grouped Probes in a Typical 11-probe MPDV Experiment for 304L Steel (Impact Velocity: 6.583 km/s)
Figure 4.4 presents free surface velocity profile comparison of a typical 11-probe MPDV experiment for 304L steel. Similar to 11-probe experiment, all the simulated velocity profiles captured elastic precursor wave, HEL, sharp rise in plastic wave, peak velocities and spall strength signatures. Although, simulated velocity profiles were much delayed in the rise. All simulated velocity profiles registered lower HEL from experiment which differed from 13.4% to 26.6%. All profiles captured higher peak velocities for the 1st peak and the difference was between 4.8% to 15.2%.
Figure 4.5 Free Surface Velocity Profile Comparison of Grouped Probes in a Typical 11-probe MPDV Experiment for HY100 Steel
Figure 4.5 presents free surface velocity profile comparison of a typical 11-probe MPDV experiment for HY100 steel. Similar to A36 and 304L simulations, all these simulated velocity profiles captured elastic precursor wave, HEL, sharp rise in plastic wave, peak velocities and spall strength signatures like the 11-probe MPDV experiments of HY100 steel.

Although, all of these simulations captured the basic characteristics of free surface velocity profiles; there were few differences as discussed above. A good explanation for this mismatch was that parameters of Johnson-Cook material model and Mie-Gruneien EOS model used in simulations were mostly developed in uniaxial conditions. Although; the fundamental shock physics nature of a material in dynamic conditions can be explained by these model parameters; these parameters were unable to explain all the distinctive phenomena of material in nonuniaxial conditions.

Simulation results could also vary due to the fact that all the other parameters chosen for SPH model in LS-DYNA may have some limitations. In simulations of HY100 steel, velocity profiles were supposed to capture a second peak in the plastic wave. But, due to the lack of capability of phase transition model in SPH solver in LS-DYNA; a second EOS for ε-iron was not added.

4.3 Comparison of Free Surface Velocity Profiles of A36, 304L and HY100

This study was initially started to explore the deformation behavior of A36 steel in hypervelocity conditions. Experiments were designed with gas gun incorporating MPDV diagnostic system. Initial velocimetry data of A36 steel from MPDV system, raised one of the primary question: Does A36 steel goes to reversible α↔ε phase transition like all other low carbon
The reason behind this concern was that whether or not phase transition model needed to be incorporated in simulation models. A good way to answer this question was to perform a detail microscopic work on the post-test target samples. That was beyond the scope of this project and was picked by another fellow researcher in the team to explore the microscopic behavior [77]. Another alternative way was to explore two known well characterized materials—one with this type of pressure induced phase transition and another without phase transition and test them under the same hypervelocity conditions to collect their velocimetry data. Then, free surface velocity profiles of this two materials were to compare with the free surface velocity profile of A36 steel. This approach was thought to clarify the primary concern.

Figure 4.6 Typical Comparison of Free Surface Velocity Profiles for 3 Materials

To understand the velocity profiles of A36 better, all of these three materials velocity profiles were compared in Figure 4.6. This figure showed only the velocity profiles of first group of MPDV probes as they were closest to the impact center. In the figure, 304L and HY100 showed
high magnitude of first peak velocity than A36. This was due to higher impact velocity of those experiments. Apart from this, all of these velocity profiles showed two-wave peaks with elastic precursor, HEL and spall signature. 304L and A36 steel showed almost similar fashion first peak velocity rise; although plastic wave rise was slower in A36 steel. Then there was a sharp drop in the velocity profiles for both 304L and A36 steel; followed by a second rise in the peak. On the other hand, HY100 profiles showed a lower first peak velocity and a higher magnitude second peak velocity. The exact reason for these behavior was not properly understood during this study and certainly demands further exploratory research work. This could be due to asymmetric nature of the stress wave and certain feature contributed from pressure-induced phase transition. But, a strong signature of pressure-induced phase transition signature was not present in HY100 steel and so was in A36 profiles. Although, this comparison didn’t clarify the concern confidently; but were able to highlight the distinctions in free surface velocity profiles between HY100 and 304L. Further study done by this research group proved the pressure-induced phase transition in A36 steel [77].
CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

This chapter highlights the overall summary of the research performed to achieve the project objectives. Also, provides few recommendations for the future work that would lead to explore new challenges in this area.

As discussed, hypervelocity impact events possess great challenges in terms of experimental set up in laboratory settings and requires sophisticated instrumentation. This type of experiments provide extensive data on the dynamic behavior of materials which can be used to design structures in extreme conditions like ballistic events and meteorite impact and so on. Most of the well-known materials behave significantly different in hypervelocity conditions. This study focused to explore the plastic deformation behavior of commonly used structural material A36 steel in hypervelocity conditions and later extended the idea to study two other different steel behaviors: 304L and HY100.

To explore the plastic deformation behavior, a simple plate penetration problem was designed with a two-stage light gas gun where a projectile hit the target plate with a velocity range of 4.5-6.7 km/s. Experiments were designed in such way that instead of making a complete penetration of the target plate upon impact, a plastically deformed bulge arise on the back side of the target plate. After all experiments, target plates were monitored for crater and bulge details.

Acquiring data from this type of impact events is always a challenge. Several sophisticated instruments have been developed so far in past few decades. MPDV is one of the new addition to this diagnostic innovation race. Exploring the capability of MPDV system in this type of experiment was one of the primary goals of this study. Hence, all gas gun experiments in this study
were performed with the incorporation of MPDV system to collect the velocimetry data. Different type of MPDV probe arrangements were trialed. MPDV system were operated by the NSTec field crew in all experiments. Data were extracted in the NSTec facility with the tools developed by NSTec team. This extracted data were then handed over to UNLV team for further analysis. MPDV data analysis revealed detail features of the materials which helped to understand the deformation behavior of these steels in dynamic conditions.

One of the key objectives of this study was to simulate this hypervelocity impact experiments with existing FEA tools. 2-D axisymmetric model of projectile and target plates were developed in LS-DYNA SPH solver. SPH technique provided unique advantage over the traditional mesh based Lagrangian method as particles were able to behave like fluid in such high impact velocity of projectile. Models were incorporated with a Johnson-Cook material model to accommodate the large strain rates, and deformations in such experiments. To capture the shock properties of the material, Mie-Gruneisen EOS was used in this model. Spall strength value was calculated with a one-dimensional impact assumption from the experimental results for each material and was used in the corresponding simulations.

Simulation results were compared with the physical details of crater and bulge and also with free surface velocity profiles. Crater and bulge information were in reasonable agreement with all simulation results. All the simulated free surface velocity profiles captured the basic features like elastic precursor, HEL, plastic wave rise, peak velocities, spall strength signature and so on. In Chapter 4, all of these features were compared with the experimental velocity profiles. Note that, all of these simulation were run for only 5 µs due to expensive computational time and also capture all the distinctive features of free surface velocities.
Although, this work was able to achieve its objectives, there were certain areas which need to be further explored. Following recommendations will provide a tentative guideline to explore and improve this work.

1. This work was focused on to explore the plastic deformation of materials by using gas gun experiments with Lexan projectile. It would be interesting to design shock experiments with similar materials of projectile and target.

2. MPDV system was used to capture velocimetry data in all experiments. Representation of MPDV data is still one of the exploratory research.

3. Experiments were simulated using SPH technique. Alternate way to simulate these experiments need to be explored.

4. In all simulation models, Johnson-Cook material model was used with Mie-Gruneisen EOS model. Parameters of these models were used from existing literature. It is desirable to derive those experimental parameters in fundamental shock physics experiment.

5. Spall strength parameter was calculated using a uniaxial assumption. Hence, further study in spall strength in asymmetric shock experiments will definitely help to understand these materials deformation behavior and improve these simulation results.
APPENDIX A  PHYSICAL MEASUREMENT OF CRATER AND BULGE

After each experiment, crater diameter, depth and bulge on the back side of target plates were measured using a slide calipers and ruler. The distance between the peak point of the bulge and flat surface of the plate was considered as the height of the bulge. Measurements were taken three times to get an average value. Figure A.1 shows the procedure of documenting all the crater and bulge dimensions.

![Crater diameter measurement](image1)
![Depth of penetration measurement](image2)
![Bulge measurement](image3)

Figure A.1 Physical Measurement of All Impacted Plates
APPENDIX B  CALCULATION OF PROBE DISTANCE FROM IMPACT CENTER

After each MPDV experiment, target plates were monitored for impact center location and probe distances were measured corresponding to impact center. Both impact center and probe # 1 location were measured initially respective to plate center. Plate center was considered as datum (i.e. (0,0)) coordinates. Impact center location was initially measured in Cartesian coordinate system and then converted to Polar coordinate system to get a better idea of impact center location corresponding to plate center. Similarly, probe # 1 location was measured in Cartesian system and then converted to Polar coordinates for measurement.

Here, ‘Red’ dot represents impact center whereas ‘Blue’ dot represents Probe # 1 location. Plate center is located in the origin (0,0).
In the above figure, \((I_x, I_y)\) represents impact center location in Cartesian coordinate system whereas \((I_r, I_\theta)\) represents impact center location in Polar coordinate system. Similarly, \((P_x, P_y)\) and \((P_r, P_\theta)\) represent the probe # 1 location respectively.

Distance between impact center and probe # 1 were calculated using following equation:

\[
D = \sqrt{(I_x - P_x)^2 + (I_y - P_y)^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (B1)

Similarly, rest of the probe locations were calculated based on Probe # 1 location and plate center. Then, probe distances from impact center were calculated. Typical impact center relative to the probe arrays are shown in following figures.

Figure B.B.2 Impact Center and Probe Array in a Typical 9-Probe MPDV Experiment (Impact Velocity: 4.763 km/s)
Figure B.3 Impact Center and Probe Array in a Typical 25-Probe MPDV Experiment (Impact Velocity: 4.823 km/s)

Figure B.4 Impact Center and Probe Array in a Typical 11-Probe MPDV Experiment for HY100 Steel (Impact Velocity: 6.689 km/s)
% All units are in mm

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% 9-channel Probe Meterology
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Date: 05-20-2013
% Impact Velocity: 4.763 km/s

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Plate center (C)

Cx = 0;
Cy = 0;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Impact Center (IC)

IC_x = 76.2-71.73;%74.1;
IC_y = 76.2-73.05;%74.8;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Probe Center (PP)

P1_x = 76.2-71.77;%76.5;
P1_y = 76.2-72.31;%72.4;

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------
% degree to radian conversion
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------

d2r = pi/180;
% Location of all probes respective to probe center P1 (polar coordinate)
Pr = 10. *[0.785, 0.521, 0.850, 0.511, 0.648, 0.396, 0.502, 0.452];
Pth = d2r*[0.9, 5.9, 6.8, 9.9, 12.7, 5, 1.7, 9.5, 2.1, 8, 0.2, 6.3, 8, 3, 3.6, 4];

% Converting all probe locations into Cartesian coordinates respective to probe center (P1)
for i=Pr(1):Pr(9), %j= Pth(1):Pth(25)
    [PX,PY] = pol2cart(Pth,Pr);
end

% Coordinates of all probes from plate center
Px = PX+P1_x;
Py = PY+P1_y;

% Distance of all probes from impact center
L = sqrt(((IC_x-Px).*(IC_x-Px))+((IC_y-Py).*(IC_y-Py)));
Lc = (L.');

% Plot all co-ordinates
polar(Pth,Pr,'ro');
labels = cellstr(num2str([1:9]));
text(Pth,Pr(i),labels(i))
APPENDIX D  SAMPLE MATLAB PROGRAM TO GROUP ALL
THE MPDV PROBE VELOCITIES

close all
clear all
load('RunData_Run06.mat');

% correcting time data for plot
% defining velocity data for plot

E1 = (RunData{1,3}(:,1))-(5.1211e-05);%C85
E2 = (RunData{2,3}(:,1))-(5.1211e-05);%C248
E3 = (RunData{3,3}(:,1))-(5.1211e-05);%C223
E4 = (RunData{4,3}(:,1))-(5.1211e-05);%C247
E5 = (RunData{5,3}(:,1))-(5.1211e-05);%C287
E6 = (RunData{6,3}(:,1))-(5.1211e-05);%C280
E7 = (RunData{7,3}(:,1))-(5.1211e-05);%C252
E8 = (RunData{8,3}(:,1))-(5.1211e-05);%C232
E9 = (RunData{9,3}(:,1))-(5.1211e-05);%C201

% defining velocity data for plot

V1 = (RunData{1,3}(:,2));
V2 = (RunData{2,3}(:,2));
V3 = (RunData{3,3}(:,2));
V4 = (RunData{4,3}(:,2));
V5 = (RunData{5,3}(:,2));
V6 = (RunData{6,3}(:,2));
V7 = (RunData{7,3}(:,2));
V8 = (RunData{8,3}(:,2));
V9 = (RunData{9,3}(:,2));

% Adjust time and Velocity.
% Start all curves at the next point after negative values
% Time Adjustment
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

TG1=E1;
TG7=E7(251:251+1800);
TG9=E9(201:201+1800);
TG3=E3(223:223+1800);
TG5=E5(286:286+1800);
TG8=E8(232:232+1800);
TG2=E2(244:244+1800);
TG4=E4(245:245+1800);
TG6=E6(274:274+1800);

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Velocity Adjustment
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

VG1=V1;
VG7=V7(251:251+1800);
VG9=V9(201:201+1800);
VG79 = (VG7+VG9)/2;
VG3=V3(223:223+1800);
VG5=V5(286:286+1800);
VG8=V8(232:232+1800);
VG358 = (VG3+VG5+VG8)/3;
VG2=V2(244:244+1800);
VG4=V4(245:245+1800);
VG6=V6(274:274+1800);
VG246 = (VG2+VG4+VG6)/3;
This sample script command allows to create a simple axisymmetric plate and projectile model in LS-DYNA SPH solver. All units are in m, Kg/m$^3$. Here x,y,z represents the corresponding coordinates of rectangular box (i.e. plate and projectile), Nx, Ny, Nz represent the number of SPH elements on x-,y-,z-axis and Rx, Ry, Rz represents rotational coordinates.

$\#$ LS-PrePost command file created by LS-PrePost 3.2 - 27Jan2013(17:00) -64bit-Window

$\#$ Created on May-12-2014 (14:04:28)

genselect target part

genselect clear

$\#$ plate A36

$\# \hspace{1cm} x1 \hspace{1cm} y1 \hspace{1cm} z1 \hspace{1cm} x2 \hspace{1cm} y2 \hspace{1cm} z2 \hspace{1cm} Nx/Ny/Nz \hspace{1cm} Scale$

sphgen box 0.000000 0.000000 -1.000000 0.076200 0.012700 1.000000 1524/254/1 100.000000

$\#$ Rx \hspace{1cm} Ry \hspace{1cm} Rz

0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

$\#$ Part ID \hspace{1cm} Node ID \hspace{1cm} Density

sphgen accept 1 1000001 7890 0 0

$\#$ projectile Lexan
gencelect clear

sphgen box 0.00 0.013700 -1.000000 0.002780 0.022310 1.000000 24/60/1 100.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000

sphgen accept 2 10001 1190 0 0
APPENDIX F  SPH PARTICLE SPACING STUDY

SPH simulation is vastly dependent on the SPH particle spacing. Typical dense particle model will give much finer results. But, SPH algorithm is highly expensive in terms of computational resources and time; hence there is a trade-off for dense particle spacing.

In this work, all gas gun experiments were simulated using SPH method. Extensive particle spacing study was conducted before creating the final model of projectile and target plate. Figure E1 shows a typical results of particle spacing study for a typical 9-probe experiment. Free surface velocity of the probe group closest to the impact center was considered only.

![Figure F.1 Typical SPH Particle Spacing Study of a 9-probe MPDV Experiment](image)

This figure clearly showed that with a denser particle spacing; LS-DYNA models were able to capture all the basic features of A36 steel. Hence, all the further models of A36 steel were
developed with a particle spacing of 0.05 mm for target material. Particle spacing for Lexan projectiles were selected such that mass of each SPH particle in Lexan projectile were equal to the mass of particles in the target plate.
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